The SGI Advantage
Whatever concerns our clients face - from protective services to enhanced security, or dealing with kidnappings and criminal threats domestically or
abroad - the men and women of Solutions Group International (SGI) stand ready with the wisdom of experience, the ability to manage uncertainty,
and an intricate network of valuable relationships. Our background, varied skills, and vast resources give our clients the confidence that their security
service provider can respond to their needs anywhere with the highest level of resolve and professionalism. To meet the demanding needs of our
clients, SGI has created distinct service divisions, each with their own set of written policies and operational guidelines.
Solutions Group International utilizes the latest operational technology and methodologies in the delivery of our services. The SGI Team is comprised
of members who are recruited from all levels of the law enforcement and the military communities. Our employees are current and former members
of elite military special operations and intelligence units, as well as law enforcement special response teams. Our clients include High Net-Worth
Individuals and their Families, the Entertainment & Film Industries, Corporate Sectors, Broadcast News Organizations, and the Public Transportation
and Shipping Industries.
SGI is very proficient in account transition, rapidly becoming familiar with the client’s needs, processes, policies and systems. We are able to perform
this function in a seamless and transparent manner while maintaining complete organizational integrity. The screening, selection and training of SGI
personnel are critical to the company’s successful track record and long standing relationships with our clients. Our selection process to recruit the
very best candidates for our security service contracts includes an initial assessment, thorough background check, and completion of our 40-hour
protective services training program, which is held at our state-of-the-art Regional Training Center.
Our comprehensive training program is in addition to any state mandates required for the services we provide. Our training curriculum provides our
clients with the confidence that SGI security personnel remain current in their field and exceed industry standards. This truly sets us apart from any
other security service provider in the country. In addition, SGI is able to increase personnel retention and minimize attrition as a result of our generous
compensation and benefits package.

Capabilities

Our capabilities include, but are not limited to the following services:
•
Specialized Security Services (Uniformed – Armed and
Unarmed)
•
Executive/Dignitary Protection (Armed and Unarmed)
•
Private Estate Security (Armed and Unarmed)
•
Emergency Response Teams (Armed)
•
Travel Security Protection and Analysis
•
Global Security Operations Center (GSOC) - staffed 24/7
•
Environmental Crisis Management Teams
•
United States Government Contracting
•
Entertainment & Film – Production Support Services
•
K-9 Explosives Detection / K-9 Estate Security
•
Investigations (Criminal and Civil)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Special Event / Venue Security
Maritime Security (Ports, Facilities, Vessels, Cruise Ships)
Maritime Threat & Vulnerability Assessments
Maritime Security Plan Development and Implementation
Comprehensive Underwater Vessel Search and Videotaping
Anti-Swimmer Countermeasures for Maritime Operations
Public Transportation and Shipping Industry (PTSI) Security
Threat / Risk / Vulnerability Assessments
Security Effectiveness and Vulnerability Exercises
Counter-Terrorism, Anti-Terrorism and Force Protection
Personal Protective Measures (Dignitaries, Executives,
Celebrities, and their Families)

“No one cares how much you know, until they know how much you care.”
Theodore Roosevelt
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The SGI Advantage cont.
Security Service Sectors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Executive Dignitary Protection
Private Residential Estates
Uniformed Security Services
Special Events & Corporate Functions
Consulates And Foreign Missions
Family Transportation & Security Drivers
Protective Service Drivers
Film Entertainment Industry Support
Government Contracting
Maritime Port Security
Public Transportation Shipping Industries
Special Investigations
Threat & Vulnerability Assessments
Tour Security

Alliances and Affiliations

SGI proudly continues to maintain the training philosophies, values, and
principles of the various organizations it has served or been associated
with in the past. The end product is a level of expertise and professional
service that is unmatched anywhere.
•
Overseas Security Advisory Council (OSAC)
•
American Association for Industrial Security (ASIS)
•
FBI Infrastructure Protection (InfraGard)
•
Lessons Learned Information Sharing (LLIS)
•
National Tactical Officers Association (NTOA)
•
American Society of Law Enforcement Trainers (ASLET)
•
National Rifle Association (NRA)

Consultants and Subject Matter Experts

In addition to our resident training group, SGI maintains an extensive
database of highly skilled instructors and subject matter experts. SGI
can selectively draw from a qualified pool of distinguished personnel including Tier-Level U.S. and International Special Forces, Intelligence Officers, as well as Federal, State, and Local law enforcement agencies to
support both our security operations and our training programs. Each
of our highly trained professionals has decades of real world operational
experience and have an established reputation for providing solutions to
high-risk complex challenges.
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Global Security Operations Center - GSOC

Actionable Intelligence

The Solutions Group International Global Security Operations Center (GSOC)
serves as a funnel through which real-time information can be quickly received, digested, and processed into actionable Intelligence. By live-streaming social media posts, weather reports, stock market shifts, and other sources of information into a central location, all data is available instantly for
algorithm software and human analysts to review 24/7. Predictive data and
trend forecasting can then be used to influence future strategy.
SGI has created our advanced GSOC which is operated 24-hours a day, 7-days
a week in support of our clients. Staffed with employees from a wide variety of career and personal backgrounds (law enforcement, military and Intelligence sectors) the SGI GSOC offers multiple perspectives with which to
analyze corporate security issues on multidimensional levels. Having these
perspectives allows us to avoid the risk of miscommunication in situations
where it is vital that everyone have a mutual understanding of the facts on
the ground. The SGI GSOC delivers on its name and pulls from a global audience thus increasing understanding and developing appropriate responses.
From within our secure walls, we have the capability of monitoring our clients and their assets worldwide 24/7 via GPS tracking, live video feeds, text
reports from field agents, and contacts with local law enforcement. Having
a “big picture” view of events and potential incidents on a global scale - plus
the ability to communicate directly with all local field agents - allows us to
mitigate risk, reduce vulnerability, and respond appropriately to any threat.
Through integrated security departments, a diverse staff, and real-time data
at the ready, Solutions Group International can anticipate and respond to
threats in locations where our clients plan to travel, have business interests,
or wish to establish a corporate presence. Regardless of your current footprint in a specific state, country, or region - the men and women of Solutions
Group International stand ready to put our GSOC to work for you anywhere
in the world.

“Planning is bringing the future into the present
so that you can do something about it now.”
Alan Lakein

Executive and Dignitary Protection

Private Estate Security

SGI is uniquely qualified to provide our clients with Executive and Dignitary Protection domestically and abroad. We have operated globally in
non-permissive environments, which has allowed us to gain valuable operational experience in providing close personal protection to our clients.

Solutions Group International (SGI) has years of experience in providing
estate security to some of the most affluent people in the world. At SGI we
believe that you deserve un-compromised security services at all levels, especially when it comes to protecting your family and your home. SGI begins
each relationship with a potential client by providing them with a no-cost
consultation to discuss their security needs and the services we provide.

Our highly qualified staff is bilingual and comprised of retired members
of the military special operations community, as well as retired and active members of local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies. SGI’s
combined operational experience and versatility is our greatest asset and
ultimately serves to ensure the un-compromised safety of our clients.
We have provided dignitary and executive protection serivces for the following:
•
U.S. Department of State
•
Foreign Diplomats and their families
•
Forbes List CEOs and their families
•
Film & Entertainment Industry Personalities
•
Government Officials
Protective details are specifically tailored to each individual client based
on their threat level and specific needs, which are determined and discussed during our initial consultation. SGI is capable of providing a complete realm of protective services.

Services include, but are not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large and Small Scale Venue Protection Details
Special Event Escorts (Film & Entertainment Industry Award Shows)
Armed / Unarmed Security Drivers
Workplace Violence Protection
Witness Protection
Advance Services (Operational Planning)
Route / Site Surveys
In-Flight Escort
Maritime / Anti-Piracy Escorts (Onboard Client’s Vessel or
Shadow Vessel)
K-9 Patrol and Explosives Detection

SGI incorporates a multitude of threat and vulnerability assessment tools in
our review of your security needs, which will assist us with developing a comprehensive security-plan that you and your family will be comfortable with.
SGI also provides consultation on the initial integration or upgrade of an Intrusion Detection and CCTV system to enhance your overall security posture.
For Home Owners Associations (HOAs), SGI will develop a custom security
program to meet the needs of the association and its residents. This will include staffing a team of security professionals in your community that will
be comprised of law enforcement, fire, and military personnel all trained to
mitigate risk and respond to emergencies.
In addition, SGI provides all security service personnel with basic medical,
customer service, and client specific training prior to assignment. As part
of our employee development program, all employees receive recurring
training to ensure they are familiar with industry best practices and remain
current in their field.

Our service areas include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial Client Consultation
Armed / Un-armed Security Personnel
Protective Service Drivers (armed / unarmed)
Threat and Vulnerability Assessments
Security Consulting and Investigations
CCTV Surveillance System Monitoring
24/7 Crisis Management and Response
K-9 Patrol and Explosive Detection Services
Access Control
Mail & Package Screening
Vendor Escorts
Emergency Response

“We make a living by what we get, we make a life by what we give.”
Winston Churchill
877-844-8744 solutionsgroupinternational.com

Protection for Religious Institutions

Environmental Response Teams

Solutions Group International works with several religious institutions,
organizations and associations. We understand the potential risks faced
by religious, cultural, political and special interest groups across the
country. Our specialists provide religious facilities such as churches, synagogues, temples and mosques, a sense of security by reducing those
risks, while still maintaining a welcoming environment.

When disaster strikes it can quickly go from bad to worse, one disaster
after another. That’s why you should depend on the professionals at SGI
to minimize potential damage and loss. Our Environmental Response
Teams are comprised of Law Enforcement and Fire Service professionals,
members of local Search & Rescue Teams, EMTs/Paramedics, as well as
Structural Engineers.

Religious institutions and organizations in the United States and elsewhere continue to fear the potential of violence perpetrated against their
members and their properties. Their fears are warranted as evidenced
by recent acts of violence against them. This is further illustrated by the
2017 FBI Uniform Crime Report (UCR) which tracks the reporting of U.S.
hate crimes motivated by religious bias, and shows a dramatic increase
in those crimes over the last several years. According to the FBI report,
7175 hate crime incidents motivated by religious bias were reported in
the United States in 2017. Of those incidents, 1679 involved religious
institutions with 58.1% being anti-Jewish, and 18.0 being anti-Islamic.
Most of these incidents occurred at religious institutions and schools.

SGI operates a Global Security Operations Center (GSOC) 24/7 that quickly processes and validates a litany of information obtained through various channels and develops real-time actionable intelligence that drives
our response strategy for critical incidents. Our Environmental Response
Teams are on-call and prepared to respond to assist our clients at a moments notice.

In a report published by the Anti-Defamation League, they identify 227
anti-Semitic acts reported at K-12 schools and college/university campuses nationwide.  Such occurrences emphasize our need to improve
protection against crimes motivated by religious bias for all types of organizations and institutions, but especially for religious institutions and
organizations with religious affiliations.
SGI takes a very sensitive and diplomatic approach in creating a security-management process for any place of worship or parochial school.
Our process of creating a security-management program is executed in
three stages:
•
Threat and Vulnerability Assessment
•
Security Process Planning
•
Security Program Implementation
We will work with leaders within your organization to create and implement a custom security plan with a maintenance timetable to regularly
check procedures, update training, and inspect sites to keep security policies and procedures vital. Our goal is to cultivate a culture of observance,
and assist our clients in achieving an overall ethos of security.

Fires, Earthquakes, Floods and Mudslides are common in California and
can be devastating. Every minute counts when it comes to dealing with
these natural disasters. Unless all appropriate measures are taken to reduce risk of injury or the potential for personal loss or damage, lives will
be lost and costs will mount and can quickly become prohibitive.
When it is “go-time”, our Environmental Response Teams react quickly
and efficiently to reduce risk and limit loss.

Our Environmental Response Team service includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A comprehensive Threat and Vulnerability Assessment of your estate
Quarterly site assessments – fire prevention and security consulting
Creation of an Emergency Response Plan for you and your family
Creation of an Emergency Response Plan for your business
Home: on-site training for you and your family (Emergency
Response Plan)
Business: on-site training for you and your staff (Emergency
Response Plan)
Provide security for your residence or place of business during
an evacuation
24/7 Emergency notifications and updates from our GSOC
Assistance with Evacuations from impacted areas
Provide transportation and escorts into impacted areas
Assist with recovery efforts

“Prepare for the unknown by studying how others in the past have coped with the unforeseeable and the unpredictable.”
George S. Patton
solutionsgroupinternational.com 877-844-8744

Uniformed Security Services

Tour Security Services

Solutions Group International (SGI) maintains an extensive database of
highly qualified and skilled personnel who comprise our Uniformed Security Service Division. SGI only employs former military and law enforcement
personnel to perform on all of our security service contracts. In doing so,
we are able to ensure that we are hiring personnel who possess the ability
to make sound decisions, are capable of maintaining a professional image,
and will endeavor to represent both SGI and our clients at a very high level.

Solutions Group International (SGI) is proud to offer comprehensive security services for our high-profile touring acts. Our highly dedicated and
professional staff has decades of experience with some of the biggest
names in the music industry today. Regardless of where your travels may
take you, SGI is able to provide full coverage to our clients, allowing them
to reach their fans on a global scale with complete peace of mind.

In addition, SGI provides all uniformed security service personnel with basic
medical, customer service, and client specific training prior to assignment.
As part of our employee development program, all employees receive recurring training to ensure they are familiar with industry best practices.

Our Affiliations:
•
•
•
•

American Association for Industrial Security (ASIS)
Oversees Security Advisory Council (OSAC)
FBI Infrastructure Protection (Infragard)
Lessons Learned Information Sharing (LLIS)

Special Event Security
From small private venues to large entertainment productions, Solutions
Group International (SGI) possesses the resources necessary to ensure
the un-compromised safety and security of your event. SGI has experience providing security for:
•
Estate Parties
•
Corporate Fundraisers
•
Sporting Events and Concerts
•
Entertainment Launch Events and Wrap-Parties

Our service areas include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-Arrival Screening (off site)
Guest List Maintenance
VIP Escorts and Handling
Security Screening / Metal Detectors
Crowd Control / Line Management
Valet Monitoring and Coordination
Event Wrap and Venue Sweep
K-9 Patrol and Explosives Detection
On-site Medical Professionals (fully equipped)
Emergency Operations Plans (specific for each individual event)
Liaison with local Law Enforcement / Medical First Responders
Threat Matrix and Vulnerability Assessment

Understanding cultural diversity and the many different customs from
around the world is a key part of our success over the years. Many of
our security specialists are bilingual which provides us with the ability to
liaison with foreign assets during all phases of our operational planning,
and while on the ground in different countries.
Whether you’re a production company, tour manager, performing artist,
SGI possesses the innovation and experience to fully customize our tour
security services to meet your specific needs. No matter if it’s a bus tour
or charter/hub tour, SGI can fully integrate any specific needs by providing you with the highest level of quality service.

Personal Tour Security:
•
•
•
•

Full-time personal security on domestic and international tours
Full-time artist family security
Advance security teams for countries/cities with higher risk factors
Single/Multiple personal security teams

Venue Tour Security:
•
•
•

Full-time tour venue security staff on domestic and
international tours
Advance/Show security measures and artist riders
Overseeing crowd/show safety (barricades / exits / emergency
procedures / local staff)

Assets:
•
•
•
•

Long standing relationships with local security teams worldwide
Direct liaison with law enforcement, federal authorities, and
military globally
Logistics - full service provider of both ground and air
transportation globally
Tour Managers/Production Managers - Outstanding referrals from

877-844-8744 solutionsgroupinternational.com

Protective Service Drivers

Family Transport/Security Drivers

Solutions Group International (SGI) offers a comprehensive security package for our clients that includes highly trained armed / unarmed protective
service drivers and security vehicles, including up-armored vehicles at the
clients request. Our selection process for our security drivers is the same
as that used for our security personnel. In addition, all security drivers regardless of their driving experience and training must complete the SGI Advanced Vehicle Evasive Response Training (AVERT™ - Basic) Course.

There is nothing more important to our clients than the safety of their
families. The peace of mind that comes from knowing that your children
are safe when they are going to and from a school formal, the big prom,
a private party, concert, or sporting event is priceless.

All protective service drivers undergo an initial qualifications assessment,
thorough background check, and completion of a mandatory 40-hour
security-training program developed by SGI, which is administered at
our Regional Training Center in Riverside, California. Our comprehensive
training program is in addition to any state mandates required for the
services we provide. Our program enables us to assure our clients that
SGI security personnel exceed industry standards and are capable of providing them with the highest level of quality service. This truly sets us
apart from any other security service provider in the country.
SGI provides all security service drivers with basic medical, customer service, and client specific training prior to assignment. As part of our employee development program, all employees receive recurring training to
ensure they are familiar with industry best practices.

Our service areas include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Providing Armed and Unarmed Protective Service Drivers
Security rated SUVs and Sedans
Eco-friendly Hybrid and Alternative Fuel Vehicles
Up-Armored Vehicles (SUVs and Sedans)
Armed Convoy Escorts for High-Value Assets
Real Time Tracking GPS and CCTV Cameras for Convoy Vehicles

Solutions Group International (SGI) offers a comprehensive security
package for our clients that includes highly trained armed / unarmed
protective service drivers and vehicles to meet your family’s transportation and security needs. Our selection process for our security drivers
is the same as that used for all of our security personnel. In addition, all
security drivers- regardless of their driving experience and training- must
complete the SGI - Advanced Vehicle Evasive Response Training (AVERT™
- Basic) Course.
All protective service drivers are active or recently retired police officers
that undergo an initial qualifications assessment, thorough background
check, and completion of a mandatory 40-hour security training program
developed by SGI. Our comprehensive training program is in addition to
any state mandates required for the services we provide. Upon completion of their training, SGI security drivers exceed industry standards
and are capable of providing our clients with the highest level of quality
service. This truly sets us apart from any other ground transportation or
security service provider in the country.
Our security service drivers are always prepared and intimately familiar
with the operational area of their assignment, including the location of
area hospitals in the event of a medical emergency. As part of our employee development program, all SGI security drivers receive recurring
training annually to improve their existing skill set, ensure they are familiar with industry best practices, and to provide SGI management with an
opportunity to evaluate their performance.

Customized for the families of:

“Service is the rent we pay for being. It
is the very purpose of life, and not something you do in your spare time.
Marian Wright Edelman
solutionsgroupinternational.com 877-844-8744

•
•
•
•
•

High Net Worth Individuals
Professional Athletes
Celebrities
Traveling Executives
Visiting Dignitaries

Transportation & Security for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

School Formals
The Prom
Post Graduation Events
Private Parties
Concerts
Sporting Events
Leisure Activities
Other Special Engagements

Government Contracting

Explosives Detection K-9 Teams

Solutions Group International (SGI) is a U.S. owned and operated company.
SGI has extensive exposure in government contracting and has achieved
the necessary level of experience to meet and exceed the expectations of
the federal government. Our government contracting team possess years
of collective experience in contract management and compliance.

All of the Solutions Group International (SGI) Explosives Detection Canine Teams (EDC) include a highly trained detection dog and a former
law enforcement K-9 handler, trained and certified to the same standards
established for local, state and federal law enforcement explosives detection canine teams across the country. These teams conduct searches
for a variety of explosives materials near building exteriors, parking lots,
office areas, vehicles, packages, luggage, open areas and people in and
around facilities, estates, places of worship and event venues where we
are contracted to protect. Our K-9 teams also provide a strong visible and
psychological deterrent against criminal and terrorist threats. The SGI K-9
teams are also available to assist our federal, state, and local law enforcement partners when needed.

SGI frequently employs personnel who possess Secret and Top-Secret security clearances, and can provide effective management of the security
clearance process including TS/SCI clearances in an effort to ensure that
positions requiring these clearance levels are staffed in a timely manner
by pre-screened personnel.
Our web based workforce management system allows our management
team to integrate personnel scheduling, accounting, and account performance analysis. SGI is very proficient in account transition, rapidly becoming familiar with the client’s needs, processes, policies and systems.
We are able to perform this function in a seamless and transparent manner while maintaining complete organizational integrity. The screening,
selection and training of SGI personnel are critical to the company’s successful track record and long standing relationships with our clients.

Our Capabilities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uniformed Security Services (armed and unarmed guards)
Personnel possessing DoD TS/SCI Security Clearances
24/7 Emergency Response Teams
Security and Safety Programs (contract specific)
Fire Protection Services
Identification Processing
Emergency Operation Plans
Access Control / Employee Screening

Federal Government Contracting:
•
•
•
•

Business Classification: Small Business
Business Type: California Corporation
CAGE: 3PWP0
DUNS: 141088646

State Contracting:
•
•
•

Business Classification: California Small Business (OSDS# 48810)
California PPO License (15796)
California PI License (23841)

SGI’s Explosives Detection Canine Teams provide an immediate and specialized response to bomb threats and screening of unattended packages
or other potentially dangerous items. Most often, these detection activities allow the EDC teams to detect or quickly rule out the presence of
dangerous materials and allow the business of our clients to continue
with minimal or no interruption.
We demand the highest levels of expertise, professionalism and commitment from our explosives detection K-9 teams. Our handlers and canines
are matched early in our selection process and are required to complete
a Basic Police Dog Handler Course at Adlerhorst International in Jurupa
Valley, CA. Upon successful completion of this course, only those teams
possessing the requisite skill set are selected to attend the Explosives Detection Course. Upon becoming certified as an Explosives Detection Canine team and graduating from this training program, our K-9 teams are
strategically deployed on our security accounts based on current threats,
risk analysis, and contractual obligations.
In addition to the intense initial training they receive at Adlerhorst International, SGI explosives detection K-9 teams are required to maintain a
high level of proficiency by training daily and recertifying annually. Our
EDC teams participate in numerous training exercises throughout the
year with local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies in an effort
to foster good working relationships with these organizations, stay current in our field, and to remain some of the very best privately owned
explosives detection K-9 teams in the country.

Certifications
•

100% American Owned & Operated
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Consulate and Foreign Missions

PTSI

There is no greater challenge to democratic governments in foreign
countries than the growing threat of global terrorism. Solutions Group
International (SGI) understands these challenges and has been involved
in the protection of government employees, diplomats, and their families as a U.S. Department of State Diplomatic Security Service provider.
SGI performed on the only armed U.S. Department of State Diplomatic
Protective Service contract in the United States, and was entrusted with
providing close personal protection to a foreign diplomat and his family.

Public Transportation and Shipping Industry Security - PTSI™
(Armed Convoy Escorts)

Upon being awarded this government contract, SGI developed a 40-hour
High-Risk Dignitary Protection Course that was approved by the U.S. Department of State and became mandated training for all personnel performing on this contract.
Our selection process for all armed and unarmed security service personnel
includes an initial assessment, thorough background check, and completion
of a mandatory 40-hour security-training program developed by SGI.

Our service areas include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uniformed Security
Executive / Diplomatic Protection
Protective Service Details
Threat and Vulnerability Assessments
Patrol Operations / Fixed Post
Infrastructure Protection
Access Control / CCTV Monitoring
Motorcade Operations (up-armored vehicles)
Threat Matrix and Vulnerability Assessment

™

Solutions Group International (SGI) is capable of providing armed convoy
escort services domestically and abroad. Our personnel currently provide
convoy escort services within the United States and Western Europe and
are frequently engaged in the protection of valuable, high priority cargo.
From large convoys to single vehicle escorts, SGI possess the capability and
experience to ensure the safe passage and delivery of our client’s cargo.
Through our vast network and professional relationships with international
law enforcement, SGI is able to assist with the logistical support necessary
to ensure that our client’s cargo passes through customs, port authorities
and border crossings without experiencing unnecessary delays.

Our capabilities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Providing convoy security escort services (armed)
Providing tracking and video surveillance equipment
Providing logistical support associated with convoy movement to
include a command communication and logistical movement center.
Providing logistical support to move goods and services
through customs, port authorities, and border crossings within
the United States and Europe.
Providing key personnel with demonstrated experience in logistics, convoy security, and diplomacy.
Providing necessary transport equipment, communications
equipment, personnel and vehicles to carry out these takes.
Ability to recruit and hire local subcontractors/employees in
the performance of these duties.

“We welcome change and openness; for we believe that freedom and security go together, that
the advance of human liberty can only strengthen the cause of world peace.”
Ronald Reagan
solutionsgroupinternational.com 877-844-8744

Corporate Office and Satellite Locations
Solutions Group International recently opened our 10,000 square foot
Regional Training Center in Riverside, CA. Within these walls we house
our Global Security Operations Center (GSOC) which is staffed 24/7, our
Tactical Fitness Center and Shooting Simulators, as well as our Corporate Offices. In addition to having a centralized brick and mortar facility,
SGI maintains satellite offices around the United States, Europe, Central
America, South America and Africa.
With the bandwidth that only an established company like SGI can
achieve from years of experience and application in the security industry, can an organization truly claim to be one of the best security service
providers in the world. Having the corporate experience, professional
resume and lasting relationships with stakeholders in this industry allows
us to make that claim.

Corporate Office and Regional Training Center:
•

Las Vegas, NV.
Beverly Hills, CA.
Riverside, CA.
Dallas, TX.
Scottsdale, AZ.

Riverside, CA.

Satellite office locations in the United States:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outlook, MT.

Beverly Hills, CA.
Las Vegas, NV.
Scottsdale, AZ.
Outlook, MT. (future site - Northeast Regional Training Center)
Dallas, TX.
New York, NY.
Miami, FL.

New York, NY.

Miami, FL.

Mexico City, Mexico

Panama City, Panama

Bogota, Colombia

Satellite office locations outside the United States:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

London, United Kingdom
Rome, Italy
Tel Aviv, Israel
Wellington, New Zealand
Sydney, Australia
Cape Town, South Africa
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Mexico City, Mexico
Panama City, Panama
Bogota, Colombia
Sao Paulo, Brazil

Sao Paulo, Brazil

877-844-8744 solutionsgroupinternational.com

London, United Kingdom

Rome, Italy
Tel Aviv, Israel

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

Cape Town, South Africa

Sydney, Australia

Wellington, New Zealand

solutionsgroupinternational.com 877-844-8744

Solutions Group International (SGI)
Solutions Group International Corporate Office
1401 Research Park Drive, Suite 100
Riverside, CA. 92507
(877) 844-8744
solutionsgroupinternational.com

